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Communication is an important area of any relationship. It decides how strong the relation will be. A
good and effective interpersonal communication is extremely helpful for any relationship or for the
business. In very few people these skills are natural but many people acquire them also. It takes
conscious efforts, time and practice. By adopting few things in the behavior it can be achieved easily.

â€¢ Effective communication is important for the success of your carrier. Itâ€™s a process by which we
describe our attitude, ideas, thoughts and feelings with the help of communication. It helps to build
relationships.

â€¢ Listening is an important part of any communication. So listen others as much as you can it will
not only help to build the relation but also help to provide information about the person.

â€¢ By listening him you will be able to know about his backgrounds such as from where this person
comes etc. it will generate mutual understanding also. Next time you can talk easily with the person
because you have enough knowledge about him.

â€¢ It bears another benefit also such as, today every one want to speak and want others to know him
in a better way. Nobody likes to listen. If you have the quality of listening then you can easily make
relation with others. 

â€¢ When You will listen other person properly, the person will feel valued and your image will
establish as an interesting person.

â€¢ Ask good questions to the person with whom you want to establish a lifelong relationship it will
help to make you remember for long.

â€¢ Be soft speaker. Itâ€™s important in any interpersonal communication. It helps to mix up with people
easily and generate faith also. It also helps to bring people closer.

â€¢ Confidence is another important factor that helps to build relationship. It helps to attract people
and establish a strong image.

â€¢ Donâ€™t expect anything from your relation. We cannot control or change anything. There is no
guarantee that how the other person will react over your question or any other topic.

â€¢ Everyone is responsible for his own actions. We only have to play our part. Accept everything
whatever you get in the return from your relation. Some interactions may go well while others may
not.

â€¢ Honesty and faithfulness is extremely important for the healthy relation. It creates a strong and
healthy base for the good growth of the relation.                    Adapt a positive and optimistic
approach for your relation. It will help you to establish a clear and impressive image of your partner.
By adapting a positive approach, you will be able to reduce meaningless issues and also can see
beyond the limit. Interpersonal communication comes down to practice. Effective communication
can make you a good and effective communicator.
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